Left Adrenal Biopsy Using the Convex Curvilinear Ultrasound Scope
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Established Facts
- Endobronchial ultrasound bronchoscope can be used effectively in the esophagus to assist in the diagnosis and staging of lung cancer and the diagnosis of other benign and malignant conditions.

Novel Insight
- Endobronchial ultrasound bronchoscope can be used to access and biopsy the left adrenal gland, increasing the diagnostic potential of the pulmonologist.
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Abstract
Effective use of the convex curvilinear ultrasound bronchoscope in the esophagus (EUS-B) is well described. EUS-B has not been described for diagnostic sampling of the left adrenal gland. We describe 6 cases of diagnostic fine-needle aspiration of the left adrenal gland using EUS-B. This capacity increases the diagnostic capabilities of the pulmonologist experienced in EUS-B.

Introduction
Endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) was initially developed for improved access to hilar and mediastinal nodes in the diagnosis and staging of lung cancer. After the technology matured and the convex curvilinear EBUS bronchoscope had been developed, its range of utility was broadened to include the diagnosis of thoracic masses, lymphoma and benign conditions with mediastinal involvement [1–5]. In 2010, two large studies, one by Herth et al. [6] and the other by Hwangbo et al. [7], cemented the validity of use of the EBUS scope both for EBUS and for esophageal ultrasound (EUS-B). This dual use of the EBUS scope gave the interventional pulmonologist...
broader access to the mediastinum, alternative access to some nodes, and perhaps a greater safety margin for some tenuous patients for whom diagnostic material was paraesophageal [6–11]. We report herein 6 cases that demonstrate a further extension of the utility of EUS-B, access to and fine-needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy of the left adrenal gland. These were consecutive cases of suspected cancer for which left adrenal enlargement had been noted on computed tomographic scan (CT) of the thorax. All had been referred for diagnostic procedures. Three cases were seen at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences and 3 were seen at the John L. McClellan Memorial Veterans Hospital.

**Case 1**

A 70-year-old male smoker with a history of gunshot wounds to the chest and GERD presented to his gastroenterologist with complaints of chest pain and a 27-lb weight loss. Chest roentgenogram demonstrating a lung mass was followed by a chest CT. There was a right hilar mass with interlobar (11R) and subcarinal (7) nodal enlargement (fig. 1a). The left adrenal gland was irregular in shape with the greatest dimensions 1.4 × 2.7 cm. Because of the staging implications, diagnostic work-up was begun with EUS-B looking for the left adrenal gland rather than for station 7. The adrenal gland was visualized, and FNA material was obtained. Smears for rapid on-site cytologic evaluation (ROSE) were read by a cytopathologist as positive for malignancy. Cell block analysis, including immunohistochemistry, led to a final diagnosis of metastatic small cell carcinoma.

**Case 2**

A 71-year-old woman with ongoing weight loss was being followed for a chest mass formerly reported to have been biopsy negative. When the mass enlarged, she was referred to interventional pulmonology. A CT of the chest at that time showed a large left upper lobe mass encasing the left pulmonary artery. The left adrenal measured 3.3 × 3.0 cm (fig. 1b). The patient was short of breath at rest and only EUS-B was performed, starting
with the left adrenal gland. The adrenal was visualized and FNA material was positive for malignancy on ROSE. Tissue submitted for cell block showed tumor cells which were strongly and diffusely positive for TTF-1 by immunohistochemistry, supporting the diagnosis of a metastatic adenocarcinoma of pulmonary origin.

Case 3

A 60-year-old woman with a history of tobacco and illicit drug use presented to the emergency room with complaints of chest pain and dizziness following a fall. CT of the head was normal, while CT of the chest demonstrated a right upper lobe mass with nodal enlargement of stations 4R and 11R. Her left adrenal gland contained a small mass that measured 1.4 x 1.2 cm (fig. 1c). Due to its potential implications, the adrenal was approached first with EUS-B. FNA was performed, and the cytopathologist performing ROSE read the smear as negative for carcinoma. The findings were consistent with an adrenal cortical adenoma. The 4R node was then biopsied and was positive for squamous cell carcinoma. Subsequent adrenal cell block analysis confirmed the finding of a benign adrenal adenoma.

Case 4

A 73-year-old male smoker with a past medical history of congestive heart failure and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease presented with a 3-week history of right shoulder pain and cough with purulent sputum. CT of the chest demonstrated a large right upper lobe mass with suspect right hilar nodes. In the abdomen the left adrenal gland was enlarged, measuring 3.3 x 2.4 cm. Given the adrenal enlargement, EUS-B was performed first. The adrenal was visualized and FNA material was positive for a metastatic poorly differentiated carcinoma. Cell block material was positive by immunohistochemistry for CK 7 and negative for TTF-1, CK 20, CK 5/6, p63 and inhibin. The CT findings coupled with the cytologic and immunohistochemical findings led to a diagnosis of poorly differentiated stage IV non-small cell lung cancer.

Case 5

A 64-year-old man had undergone right upper lobectomy for lung cancer in 2007. A follow-up CT of the chest in 2014 showed mass/adenopathy in the paraesophageal area corresponding to the station 7 position. In addition, there was a 2.4 x 2.0-cm left adrenal mass. On EUS-B the paraesophageal mass was located and FNA material was positive for malignancy. The stomach was then entereted, and the adrenal gland was visualized and sampled, with ROSE also positive for malignancy. Upon analysis, both cell blocks contained tumor cells which were morphologically similar, resulting in diagnosis of a metastatic adenocarcinoma. The cells were also morphologically similar to those from the lobectomy of 7 years earlier.

Case 6

A 62-year-old man with a 50-pack-year smoking history and past medical history of atherosclerotic vascular disease presented with hoarseness and was found to have left true vocal cord paralysis. Chest CT demonstrated a left upper lobe mass and left hilar and station 4L adenopathy. CT of the abdomen demonstrated a 5.1 x 4.4-cm left adrenal mass. EUS-B was performed, beginning with the adrenal mass. FNA material from the left adrenal gland was positive for a metastatic poorly differentiated non-small cell carcinoma.

Discussion

The adrenal glands are a relatively common site of metastasis and represent the fourth most common site of metastasis for lung cancer [12, 13]. The percentage of lung cancer patients with adrenal metastases varies with clinical circumstances. Whereas on autopsy approximately one third of lung cancer patients will be found to have adrenal metastases, at the time of initial evaluation the incidence of patients with adrenal metastases appears to be in the range of 1.6–4% [14–16]. Benign adrenal adenomas are relatively common; adrenal masses will be found in 4–10% of patients with non-small cell lung cancer undergoing evaluation, and the majority of those masses will be benign [14–16]. Noninvasive diagnosis can be problematic; CT, MRI and PET each has pitfalls, even when used in conjunction with each other [16–18]. An adrenal biopsy positive for metastatic cancer, on the other hand, definitively establishes stage IV disease.

The left adrenal gland is the more common site of adrenal metastasis [15, 17] and is almost always accessible from the stomach [18–20]. Several studies have looked at the use of esophageal ultrasound-guided FNA for the diagnosis of left adrenal lesions [18–20]. These studies have demonstrated tissue adequacy in the 94–100% range and a safety profile superior to that of either CT-guided biopsy or transcatheter ultrasound-guided biopsy. Reasons for the increased safety margin when EUS is compared with transcatheter approaches are relatively intuitive; with EUS, the operator is closer to the adrenal gland, is not at risk of crossing the pleural space, and can avoid the pancreas and local vasculature with magnified real-time imaging [18]. Interestingly, one of the three cited studies was performed by pulmonologists who had been trained in the use of the EUS scope traditionally used by gastroenterologists [20].
Our series is the first report that we are aware of demonstrating that the adrenal gland is accessible using the convex curvilinear bronchoscope for esophageal access (EUS-B). In all cases in this series, a cell block large enough for additional studies, such as immunohistochemistry, was generated from the adrenal material. The utility of EUS-B has been well documented [6–10], but left adrenal access using EUS-B has not. Access to the left adrenal gland increases the capacity of the pulmonologist skilled in EUS-B to both diagnose and stage a lung cancer patient using one scope and one procedural sedation. All cases in this series were performed using an Olympus EBUS scope (BC-UC180F, Olympus Medical Supply Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) under conscious sedation (midazolam plus fentanyl in 3 cases and propofol in 3 cases). Patient positioning for left adrenal biopsy was our standard positioning for EBUS and for EUS-B; the patient is supine on a stretcher with the head of the stretcher elevated to about thirty degrees. Neither esophageal insufflation nor the saline-filled EBUS balloon was used for any biopsy. All FNAs were performed using the Olympus 22-gauge needle designed for use with the EBUS scope. ROSE was available at every procedure.

This is not a head-to-head comparison of the EUS scope. The EUS scope has a wider field of view and a greater depth of view [11]. It is also more rigid, a factor that may facilitate visualization of the adrenal gland from the stomach; unlike the airways and esophagus, the stomach does not ‘channel’ the scope. Because of these attributes, we suspect that in a head-to-head comparison of EUS-B versus EUS for left adrenal biopsy, the EUS scope might be shown to be superior. We would also note that in this study we sought to visualize and sample only those left adrenal glands with enlargement (diameters from 1.2 to 5.5 cm) visible on CT. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that operators comfortable with the EBUS scope in both the airway and the esophagus can actively seek and successfully biopsy the left adrenal gland when it is enlarged, and can thereby add to the diagnostic value of the procedure.

In summary, this series of six consecutive diagnostic left adrenal biopsies is the second series showing that pulmonologists can access and biopsy the left adrenal gland [20] and the first showing that they can do it using the convex curvilinear ultrasound bronchoscope (EUS-B). While the EUS scope may be superior for left adrenal biopsy, this does not negate the fact that experienced interventional pulmonologists can at times easily and efficiently increase the diagnostic value of their procedures by using EUS-B to biopsy the left adrenal gland. A multi-institution trial would help to understand in more detail to what degree these results can be generalized.
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